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VIP Welcomes Onboard New Sales Director 

VIP Computer Centre Ltd (VIP), the UK’s leading independent distributor of computer 

components and peripherals, today announced the appointment of new Sales Director, 

Dave Stevinson, who brings with him a wealth of experience from within the UK IT 

channel. 

 

After working within the channel since 1994, Stevinson's background incorporates a 

strong association with several computer display vendors. His former roles have 

included working as Managing Director at CTX Europe Limited, Sales and Marketing 

Director at TECO Information Systems Europe Limited, Managing Director at PGE 

Corporation and, most recently, as Managing Director at Edge 10 Corporation. His 

strength and experience will further bolster VIP's commitment to driving forward and 

working proactively to enhance the Warrington distributors commitment to its channel 

partners and customer base.  

 

Stevinson, who commences employment with VIP in the New Year, is looking forward 

to a new challenge within distribution. "I have been privileged to witness VIP's 

achievements in its first 20 years, I now look forward to playing a considerable part in 
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assisting the company with their ambitious plans for the future", commented VIP's new 

Sales Director. 

 

Jatti Sahni, Chairman at VIP added: "VIP has maintained a strong presence within the 

UK computer components distribution industry, and we are now looking to expand our 

strength into key retail sectors. Following 15 years within this sector, and after seeing it 

evolve into a mature market, Dave's wealth of experience will be an invaluable asset to 

VIP. I am confident Dave can introduce new initiatives to drive growth based on VIP's 

strategic plan." 

 

- Ends – 

About VIP Computer Centre Limited 
VIP Computers is the UK’s largest independent distributor of components, peripherals and consumer 
products.  VIP concentrates on supplying the channel and partnering with its customers & vendors for 
mutual success.  VIP provides a wide portfolio of products and has a state of the art logistics and online 
ordering facilities.  VIP is an industry respected and award winning pan-European distributor based in 
UK, with offices in Holland, Spain and Dubai.  Group turnover was in excess of £160m for the year 
ending June 2009 and VIP was ranked for the third consecutive year in The Sunday Times Top Track 
250. 
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